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RESEARCH & LAND MANAGEMENT

To us, a very old stump is a true thing of beauty that is 
worth protecting and learning from, an irreplaceable win-
dow into the past. What makes these stumps so valuable is 
the records that are contained within their annual growth-
rings: rainfall, hurricanes, frost, volcanoes, many aspects of 
human use and history, and much more. But what we are 
interested in primarily are the detailed records they contain 
of fire history. 

People and lightning have been burning the pine forests 
of the Southeast for thousands of years, but no one kept 
detailed records of fire until very recently. The trees, howev-
er, were keeping precise fire records by producing fire scars 
within their growth-rings. 

Old fire-scar records are contained in old stumps and 
dead trees, whose cross-sections are required for fire history 
work. However, these are extremely rare. Nearly all of the 
old longleaf pines were cut during the last 100 or so years, 
and then even their stumps were mostly removed. 

Those that were not are resin-filled and rot-resistant and can 
sometimes persist for well over 100 years. However, these 
very old stumps are becoming rarer and rarer as they are 
rapidly being lost to development, fire, decay, commercial 
stump removal and the collection of lighter-wood. 

SAVING FIRE HISTORY AT TALL TIMBERS
Secrets of  the Stumps

BY JEAN HUFFMAN & NEIL JONES

For over 20 years we have been on a mission — to save the irreplaceable records of past 
fires contained in the stumps of our oldest longleaf pines. This is the story of why these records are 
important, how the Tall Timbers Tree-ring Lab came about, and a quick look at our research past, 
present and future. 

Old longleaf pine stump from St. Joseph Bay State Buffer Preserve.

Time is running out for protecting these rare and rapidly disappearing 
natural historical records. Old stumps are being lost to development, 
decay and fire. A recently dead old growth stump burning in the Red 
Hills (Wade Tract). 
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The first element of our mission has been to collect and 
preserve what is left of these stumps and their fire records 
before they are lost forever. We have collected cross-sections 
of old stumps across a latitudinal range from Rookery Bay 
and the Big Cypress Reservation in South Florida to the 
Red Hills of southern Georgia, and many diverse sites in 
between. 

The second element of our mission is to learn as much 
as we can about past fire regimes from the remains of these 
old trees. We started our Florida fire history work on a 
barrier island — Little St. George Island in Franklin County. 
We collected cross-sections of old, recently dead slash pines 
and found that since the 1860s, even on a small barrier 
island, fires burned frequently. After this, we discovered a 
goldmine of beautiful, rare, very-old longleaf pine stumps 
at the St. Joseph Bay State Buffer Preserve. Working with 
Dr. William (Bill) Platt from L.S.U., the fire histories from 
the stumps of these two sites formed the basis of disserta-
tion research (by co-author Jean Huffman). The resulting 
fire history led to great insights about past fire regimes in a 
region that had no other fire histories completed. It was also 
a breakthrough discovery of how to find fire scars in south-
ern slash and longleaf pines that were previously thought to 
be rarely scarred by fire. 

Soon after completing the Buffer Preserve fire history, 
we began working again with Dr. Platt on a project recon-
structing the fire history of Avon Park Air Force Range 
in Central Florida. We used old trees that were recently 
downed from hurricanes Jeanne and Charley and some old-
er stumps to produce a 250-year fire history, the first and 
still only fire history for peninsular Florida.

One of the most gratifying things about this work for 
us is the interest and involvement of fire-managers, from 
helping us conduct the research, to adjusting their man-
agement in response to the results. Land managers have 
played a crucial role in finding stumps, helping us remove 
them, and, in the case of Steve Morison at the Tiger Creek 
Preserve in central Florida, helping advance methods of 
collecting and processing tree cross-sections. The work we 
did with these studies has already influenced fire manag-
ers’ use of fire on the ground. For instance, until recently 
many management publications suggested a fire interval of 
3-5 years for Florida pine flatwoods, whereas our research 
in flatwoods found that fires were mostly occurring every 
1-3 years during the past two centuries. With the historical 
record to back them up, land managers have felt more con-
fident using fire more frequently.

Map of 30 of the sites where the authors have collected sections of 
stumps for fire history research from 1997 to the present. 

Steve Morrison cutting a stump in an old-growth longleaf pine stand in 
South-central Florida. This is one of a series of sites in Central Florida 
on and off of the Bombing Range and Lake Wales Ridges where we have 
collected many fire-scarred cross-sections of old stumps. 

http://www.talltimbers.org
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THE TALL TIMBERS TREE-RING LAB
In the fall of 2015, we realized that our unique and valu-
able collection from over 25 sites really needed a safe home 
where it could be archived for the future and the data it 
contained would not be lost. Collaborating with Fire Ecolo-
gy Program scientists Dr. Kevin Robertson and Dr. Monica 
Rother, and with support from Tall Timbers administration, 
we transferred and housed our collection at Tall Timbers 
and established the Tall Timbers Tree-ring Lab.  

Since its establishment, the Lab has completed several 
projects that are published or submitted for publication. 
Most recent is a fire history of the Red Hills region using 
material from Tall Timbers, Millpond Planation, and other 
sites. We established that frequent fire has continually been 
applied throughout the 20th century, without capitulation 
to the government’s campaign against fire, as some have 
assumed. We also published two papers about methods for 
collecting and analyzing fire scars from longleaf pine. First, 
to be able to interpret the seasonal timing of our fire scars, 
we developed a new fire-scar classification system for south-
eastern pines based on over a decade of monitoring seasonal 
growth of regional pines. We also documented the import-

ant discovery of how to find fire scars in Florida longleaf, 
including sampling stumps near the soil surface, where fires 
were most likely to scar them. Prior to this discovery it was 
difficult to find many fire records in the highly fire-resistant 
longleaf pine. These projects pave the way for future tree 
ring research in the Southeast, where very little fire history 
research has been completed, and where the fire regimes 
and methods for reconstructing them are quite different 
than traditional approaches developed mostly in the West. 

Currently we are working to complete analyses and 
publications on what will likely be our most important 
work. Analysis of our extensive collections from the St. 
Joseph Bay State Buffer Preserve and Tyndall Air Force 
Base has revealed extensive fire-scarring dating back to the 
early 1500s and will soon result in a comprehensive look 
at the frequency, season and spatial characteristics of fire 
over time in the coastal Florida Panhandle. The Lake Wales 
Ridge collection is also being dated now, and will result in 
another landmark fire history spanning about five centuries 
that may help guide future management and conservation 
policy for longleaf pine ecosystems in that region. 

A longleaf pine showing a series of four well-formed fire-scars from the late 1800s. The earliest scar was formed in 1877, followed by a scar 
in 1882, 1888 and 1890. Three of these scars occurred in the early lightning season (May-June) and one, in 1888 was in the dormant season 
(January or February). 

– Tree-ring Lab continued page 18
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We will learn much from these projects, but we will 
have only scratched the surface of what we can learn from 
our rich collection, and old stumps known to still remain in 
the field. We plan to use this material to gain an increasing-
ly complete understanding of how fire regimes have varied 
over time and across different habitats and regions. We 
are seeking support to continue this important work that 
few others have the expertise and opportunity to pursue. 
Details about historic fire frequency, season, and spatial 
patterns, which can only come from tree-rings, will provide 
important information for managers seeking to better un-
derstand and manage fire on their sites. In a time when the 
threats to prescribed fire, and everything that depends on 
it, are many, the results of our work will continue to build a 
solid scientific basis for the maintenance and restoration of 
frequent prescribed fire for the conservation of our iconic 
fire-dependent communities and their imperiled wildlife. 

An old stump that contains a wealth of records of past fires. This stump 
from the Apalachicola National Forest has a “box-cut”. These old box-
cut scars (one is visible in the photo, the other is on the backside of the 
stump) indicate that this is a very old stump. Pockets or “boxes” like 
these were cut into the bases of pines to collect resin from the middle 
1800s until the Herty method of collecting resin was developed in 1909.

Tree-ring Lab continued –

DETERMINING SEASON OF PAST FIRES

The seasonal 

timing of fire within 

the year can be 

determined by the 

position of the scar 

within the growth 

ring. The enlarged 

area of the fire scar 

shows a “transition 

season” scar that 

formed between the 

light-colored early, 

or spring wood, 

and the darker-colored late, or summer wood. Our 

research has shown this transition between early 

and latewood to occur usually in June — so this fire 

likely occurred around June of 1794. 

DETERMINING FREQUENCY OF PAST FIRES

We determine the frequency of past fires by 

compiling all of the scar dates from all trees in 

an area, since one tree does not record all fires 

But when an area of the cambium of the tree is 

injured by fire it is more likely to record scars from 

subsequent fires. This photo shows an area within 

our tree section that has a high concentration of fire 

scars. Fire scars here show many scars from the late 

1800s. 

Tree section with a high concentration of fire scars.

http://www.talltimbers.org
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A fire-scarred cross-section of an old stump from Avon Park Air 
Force Range in Central Florida.

About the authors: Jean Huffman is a dendrochronologist, fire ecologist, and land manager. She and Neil Jones 
research the history of fire in association with Tall Timbers and Louisiana State University.

Our scientific studies, and similar studies conducted in the 

region, have documented the ability to use stumps like this one 

to obtain a wealth of data on past climate conditions (including 

precipitation patterns and droughts) and past disturbance regimes 

(including fire regimes, hurricanes, and river flow volumes).  

This contributes to greater understanding of the ecology of our 

southeastern pine savannas. 


